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Introductions



What is Data?

Definition: Data is factual information (such as information or statistics) used as a basis for 
reasoning, discussion, or calculation.
(Source: Merriam-Webster)

In the transit world, that might look like:

● On-time performance statistics
● Results from rider surveys
● Information collected and reported to NTD
● Fuel consumption
● And much, much, more.



Common Data Challenges

NCATT hosted 3 iterations of our data workshop for agencies, these are 
common challenges we identified:





Strategies for Data Formatting/Structure

● Using personas to better understand different data use cases to answer how and why 
people use and access data.

Wouldn’t it be great if…

…our dispatcher (persona) could visualize/see/access real-time overcrowding information
(specific dataset), so that they can dispatch support vehicles as needed (value statement). 

● Metadata!
● Consider collaborative tools for datasets that require cross-agency access



Strategies for Data Analysis

● Exploratory data analysis - Assessing data quality, scope/range, typical values, outlier values

● Data cleaning - Fixing data quality issues by imputation, accounting for missing data, 
standardizing formats

● Feature Engineering - Deriving new features from existing ones that more clearly isolate 
desired information or combine existing features to better capture interactions.

● Summarization/Model Fitting - Aggregating or summarizing the data to answer key 
questions and insights.



Tools for Data Analysis & Visualization



Strategies for Data Collection

● Focus on the question you want to answer:
○ Where do we need to add new service?
○ Which bus routes are most popular?
○ How could we adjust timetables to meet ridership needs?

● Once you’ve defined the question, you have options:

Digital, Real-Time 
Collection

Gathering 
Existing Datasets

Creating New 
Data

Source: TSOMobile
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Origin of NTS

• Lead manufacturing region in the nation
• Quaker Oats

• General Mills

• Pepsi-Co

• Whirlpool

• Urban sprawl 

• High crime concentrations in core neighborhoods



Mission of NTS

• Service gap for vulnerable populations
• Low-moderate income census tract

• Began as targeted solution
• Concentration of transportation needs by neighborhood

• Expanded service beyond needs



Historical Service Operations

• Provided 566 rides in 1994

• Required 24 hour notice

• Tickets purchased in person

• Paper routing



Barriers to Address

• Ride and booking flexibility for riders

• Reporting functionality

• Operational decisions/waitlists



Current Service Operations

• Transitioned to micro-transit 

• On-demand flexible booking

• Available in multiple languages

• Equity in on-demand ride scheduling



NTS Community Impacts

• Improvements in economic mobility

• Autonomy for vulnerable populations

• Safety, security, and accessibility

• Innovative solutions to solve national problems



Previous Data



Ride Request Data



Ride Request Data



Current Data Operations



Rider Experience



Service Improvements

• Additional vehicle addition during mandatory over-time 

• Parameters for shift work drop off

• Rider aggregation 



Service Outcomes

• Minimized ride impacts from workforce shortages

• Rider compensation for feedback

• Preemptive correction of concerns

• Decreased operational costs



Thank you!

Questions?


